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FACTOR ANALYSIS HAS BEEN APPLIED AND TESTED IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE SINCE THE PRESENTATION BY DI PAOLA ET AL. IN 1975. IN THIS PRESENTATION THE THEORY AND ALGORITHM OF FACTOR ANALYSIS WILL BE SHOWN.

THE ALGORITHM CONSISTS OF NEXT THREE PHASES:

1. ORTHOGONAL ANALYSIS.
2. OBLIQUE ANALYSIS.
3. FACTOR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION.

WE ADMITTED THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES IN FACTOR ANALYSIS.

1. NO EXPECTATION ABOUT ANATOMICAL AND DISEASE DETAILS.
2. AUTOMATIC FACTOR CURVES AND IMAGES CREATION, WITHOUT ROI DETERMINATION.
3. CAN REDUCE ORIGINAL INFORMATION INTO SEVERAL CURVES AND IMAGES.
4. CAN DEVIDE OVERLAPPING ORGANS INTO FACTOR IMAGES.

SOME OF THE FEATURES OF PHILIPS SUPERCONDUCTIVE MAGNETIC RESONANCE SYSTEM "GYROSCAN"
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The explanation of Philips' unique measures the methods of which for RF screen and Magnetic Shielding under site-planning and for reducing liquid helium consumption of Superconductive Type Magnetic Resonance System.


Shimadzu Corporation has already developed a resistive MRI system, SMT-20, which has the highest static magnetic field strength (0.2 Tesla) among the resistive type MRIs. SMT-20 received the approval of the Ministry of Welfare in the spring of 1984 and is now contributing to the diagnosis in the clinical fields. On the other hand, Shimadzu Corporation has also developed a superconducting MRI system in order to obtain higher quality images and has already finished clinical evaluations at 0.35 and 0.5 Tesla. At present, in continuing collaboration with the medical institutions, clinical investigations are being conducted, at the same time various researches and developments for improving the MRI systems are being advanced, which include the developments in the RF coils, for example, the surface coils, the gating method and compensating method for the motion of heart and respiration, quantitative measurement of blood flow, fast imaging, 3D imaging, chemical shift imaging, generation and practical use of the various calculated images and so on. Keeping pace with these developments and researches, the developments of commercial type system which offer conveniences in a variety of functions for scanning and high throughput are being proceeded. A portion of the results to be obtained from these developments will be reported.